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Appendix 8 

Flow Chart for Workers of Erection/Transport Contractor 

 to Obtain Certificates from SNIEC 

 

 
Confirmation by the person in 

charge from the contractor 

Person in charge of the work 

prepares relevant 

documents  

15 days prior to the start of exhibition preparation 

work, the person in charge of the work shall go 

through real-name authentication at SNIEC 

 

Send the user name and password via SMS to the mobile of the 

person in charge of the work, who can then use the info to log 

on the on-line appointment system 

Fill in online the identity information of the workers that need to apply for 

certificates, and upload headshots; after confirmation, the system produces a 

application list that bears a series number.  

⚫ The original of second-generation ID card  

⚫ Photo copies of second-generation ID card ( both front and back 

sides, two copies). 

⚫ Photo copies of company’s business license ( stamped with official 

seal, 2 copies). 

⚫ Originals of relevant training certificates. 

⚫ Photo copies of training certificates (2 copies) 

⚫ Person in charge of the work fills in, and signs the Real-name 

Authentication Form, and stamps it with company seal. 

⚫ The designated erection contractor or designated transport contractor 

of the exhibition shall hold a identity certificate issued by the 

exhibition sponsor, which is signed and stamped with company seals 

by persons in charge from both the sponsor and the contractor.  

⚫ Safety Commitment (of Erection Contractor or Transport Contractor) 

needs to be signed by the person in charge of the work, and be 

stamped with company seal.  

⚫ If the person in charge of the work cannot come in person, a Letter of 

Authorization shall be issued, signed by both parties, and stamped 

with company seals.  

Check on the spot if the ID card of the 

person in charge of the work has passed 

real-name authorization 

Holder of 1st-generation ID card shall queue at 

the counter to have his/her photo taken 

Submit on the spot the ID card 

originals of the workers who need to 

apply for certificates 

Print out the application list and sign it. Submit to the 

on-site staff the list along with the ID card’s original of the 

person in charge of the work.  

Submit on the spot other necessary receipts: 

receipt for deposit, receipt for administrative fee 

of erection work, etc 

Pay the fees 

Passed

e
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Apply for certificate on the spot 

Without addition 

With addition 

1st-generation

ID card 

On-line appointment 

Not passed 
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Print; get the 

certificates  
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Sign and confirm the application list 


